
THE MARKET’S BEST JUST GOT BETTER

ALL TERRAIN INJECTION TMAT3015
Gain Efficiencies in the Field and In Your Budget
 The BLU-JET AT3015 integrates many of the features,  
 such as high flotation tires and bottom fill plumbing, that  
 made its predecessor one of the best selling liquid applicators 
 on the market. It further adds items, such as those detailed  
 below, aimed at making it even easier to use for enhanced  
 operational efficiency.

Hydraulic 
Hose Holders

Lower Transport 
Light Bar Height

Pin Adjust 
Gauge Wheels Gear Reduction Jack
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Field Proven Durability Meets Cost Efficient Productivity

Positive contact drive mount with 
155/80R12 tires, John Blue pumps, 
2” (5 cm) bottom fill with 2” (5 cm) 
suction line

Rugged toolbar and mounting, dual
3 x 8 lift cylinders with depth setting 
spacers; 3 x 20 wing fold cylinders

The AT3015 integrates BLU-JET Commercial Class Application Features into 
a durable, cost effective, implement for those looking to side dress at 30’ and 
40’ widths. With design elements including an integrated tongue and hitch, a 
1,000 gallon elliptical tank mounted perpendicularly to reduce sloshing, high 
flotation tires, bottom fill plumbing, and BLU-JET Liquid Injection Row Units; 
the AT3015 continues the tradition of the longest running and best selling 
liquid applicator on the market today. These standard features, combined with 
the options of mechanical or variable rate pump drives and gull wing toolbar 
lift, make the AT3015 an easy choice for those who have years of experience 
in liquid application, and those who are new to the practice.

Bottom Fill Plumbing provides 
operators with quick & easy access 
plus safe ground level operation

TMAT3015

Call 800-658-3127 for Details                   
www.BLU-JET.com

JetStream 
Liquid Injection

Optional
Coulter Knife 

Liquid Injection

TM

Specifications:  
Row spacings 11R30” (76 cm) 13R30” (76 cm) 11R30”/15R30” (76 cm) 

(9 and  11 row wide  spacings also available)
Main Frame/Hitch Heavy duty Integrated welded 3/8” (0,95 cm) plate
Toolbar 7” x 7” tubular 3 section 3 section 5 section
Automatic gull wing N/A N/A Standard
Wing Flex + 7 degrees +7 degrees + 7 degrees
Wheels and Tires on 
120” Tread (30” Rows) 12.4 x 38, 14 ply 12.4 x 38, 14 ply 12.4 x 38, 14 ply
High axle clearance 31” (79 cm) 31” (79 cm) 31” (79 cm)
Elliptical bottom fill tank 1025 gallon (3880 L) with 2” (5 cm) plumbing
John Blue piston pump Single NGP-7055 or Double NGP-9055
Plumbing Full length 3/4” (1,9 cm) parallel manifold
Coulters Super 1200 coulters with 20” (51 cm) smooth blades
Overall length 16’8” (5,08 M) 16’8” (5,08 M) 16’8” (5,08 M)
Overall width in transport 13’4” (4,06 M) 15’0” (4,57 M) 16’8” (5,08 M)
Overall height in transport 11’6” (3,51 M) 13’8” (4,17 M) 12’0” (3,66 M)
Empty weight  6190 lbs. (2808 kg) 6695 lbs. (3037 kg) 7819 lbs. (3547 kg)
Hitch weight 1550 lbs. (703 kg) 1625 lbs. (737 kg) 2500 lbs. (1134 kg)
 Water Tank/Toolbox, Transport Chain & Jack, Lighting kit, Standard


